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For various classes of equations of the general form, 
%(x(t)+8,S”x(t--~)dr~(s))+s~S~‘x(t-S)dr~(~)=O, 
0 0 
where 6,) 6, = +l and r,, rz are non-decreasing functions, necessary, suftkient, as 
well as necessary and sufftcient, conditions have been obtained for the oscillation of 
all nonvanishing solutions in terms of the properties of the roots of the respective 
characteristic or quasi-characteristic equation. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The oscillatory and asymptotic properties of the solutions of functional 
differential equations of retarding type have been an object of investigation 
of many works. An extensive bibliography on this subject is given in [ 11. 
We shall note that analogous results obtained for equations of neutral type 
are quite few. Sufficient conditions for oscillation of the solutions of 
equations of neutral type in the case of one discrete delay are obtained in 
the works [2-61. 
In the papers [7-83 it is proved that the necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion for all nonzero solutions of the equation of neutral type, 
; [x(t)+px(t--)]+qx(t-fJ)=O, 
to be oscillating is that the respective characteristic equation, 
z(1 +pe-“‘)+qe-““=O, 
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have no real roots. This fact is obvious for the equations of retarding type 
(i.e., in the case when p = 0, cr > 0), since the principal part of any of their 
solutions is a quasipolynomial constructed by means of the roots of their 
characteristic equations. Since such a representation of the solutions of the 
equations of neutral type in general is not possible, then for the proof of 
an analogous criterion for oscillation essentially new ones are necessary. 
In the work [9] the results of the papers [7-81 are generalized for 
neutral equations with an arbitrary finite number of constant deviations. 
In the present paper by means of the method used in [7] analogous 
results are proved for a class of neutral equations with distributed delay of 
the form 
&(x(t)+6,~“x(r--S)dT1(S)+s2~~x(f-S)~r~(S)=0, (1) 
0 
where 6i, J2 = +l. 
We shall say that conditions (A) are fulfilled if the following conditions 
hold: 
Al, The functions ri: [0, zi] + [0, co), i= 1, 2, are non-decreasing. 
A2. ri>O, r,(O)>O, i= 1, 2, r,(O+)=O, and r,(z,)>O. 
Our main conjecture is that if conditions (A) hold, for the oscillation of 
all nonzero solutions of Eq. (l), it is necessary and sufficient that the 
respective characteristic equation 
Q(z) := z (1 + 6, j;’ e-%1(s)) + 82 J; CZSdr2(s) = 0, (2) 
have no real roots. 
The necessity of this condition is obvious since if z* E R is a root of 
Eq. (2), then the function x(t) = eZ ’ * is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (1). 
Hence, in particular, it follows that our main conjecture holds in the 
following three cases: 
(i) S,= -1; 
(ii) 6, = b2 = +l, r, > t2, ri(ri) > r,(t,); 
(iii) 6, = 6, = +l, z, = z;, ~~(7~) > r,(z;); 
since in each one of cases (i)-(iii) Eq. (2) has at least one real root. 
In view of the above arguments we shall assume without a special 
stipulation that 6, = +l. 
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2. PRELIMINARY NOTES AND AUXILIARY ASSERTIONS 
DEFINITION 1. We shall say that the function f: [ tr, co) + R ultimately 
possesses property P if there exists an interval [tf*, co) E [tr, 00) in which 
f possesses property P. 
DEFINITION 2. We shall say that the function f: [t,, co) + R is 
oscillatory if there exists an increasing sequence { ti},?, c [tf, co), 
limi, o. tj= cc such thatf(ti)f(ti+,)<O. 
DEFINITION 3. We shall say that the function f: [rr, GO) + R is 
monotone if it is non-decreasing or non-increasing. 
DEFINITION 4. We shall say that the function f: [tr, cc) + R is 
vanishing if ultimately f(t) = 0. 
DEFINITION 5. We shall call the continuous function x: [t,, co) --t R 
a solution of Eq. (1) and we shall write x E (1) if the function 
XW+~&w--s)d I( 1 r s is continuously differentiable for t > r., + z1 and 
Eq. (1) is satisfied by x for t 2 t, + 5, t = max(r,, r2). 
LEMMA 1. Let conditions (A) hold, the function r: [0, a] + R be of 
bounded variation, and x: [t,, co) + R be a solution of Eq. (1). Then the 
function y: [t,, co) -+R, y(t)=Jgx(t--s)dr(s), t,=t,+o is also a solution 
of&l. (1). 
Proof. Since v(t) is a continuous function, then if we introduce the 
notation 
yl(f) = x(t) + 6, j-1’ x(t - s) dr,(s), t>t,+t,, 
and change the order of integration, we obtain for t > t, + r1 the equalities 
At) + 6, j-i’ ~(t - s) dr,(s) 
= s ;yl(t - h) ddh). 
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The above equality implies that the function v(t) + 6, J; ~(t -3) dr,(s) is 
continuously differentiable with respect o t with the derivative 
j)(t-h)dr(h)= -j;(j;*x(f-h-s)dr,(s))dr(h) 
r2 TJ =-- 
J (I 
x(t-s-h)dr(h) dr,(s) 0 0 ) 
i 
72 =- At- $1 drz(s). 
0 
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 2. Let conditions (A) hold. Then if the function x E (1) is 
bounded, then lim, _ m inf Ix(t)] = 0. 
Proof: Let lim, _ co inf (x(t)1 > 0. Then, integrating both sides of Eq. (1) 
from to > t, + r to t > to, we obtain the equality 
f 
j 0 
r2 
=- x( t’ - s) drz(s) dt’. 
1  0 
For r + cc the left-hand side of the equality is bounded and the module 
of its right-hand side is not smaller than the expression cr,(t,)t + o(t) 
which is impossible. 
Lemma 2 is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. Zf conditions (A) hold and the function x E (1) is 
monotone, then X(~O)E (0, -co, co}. 
Remark 1. Lemma 2 and Corollary 1 are immediately generalized for 
the considerably wider class of equations of the form 
where r,(t) > 0, lim,, oc (t-si(t))=co, i=l,2, the function r,(t,s) is of 
uniformly bounded variation with respect to s, the function r,(t, s) is 
monotone with respect o s, and inf, Ir,(t, t2(t)) - r,(t, O)j > 0. 
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Let x E (1) and introduce the notations 
Ye(t) = 4th 
(3) 
Yi(t)=Y,-l(t)+61 {i’ Yi-l(t-s)dr,(S), 
i=l,2 ) . . . . 
By induction on i and by Lemma 1 we deduce that each function y,(t), 
i = 1, 2, . . . is defined in the interval [t, + ir, , co), is continuously differen- 
tiable in it, and is a solution of Eq. (1). Moreover, if x(t) is a non- 
oscillatory function, then from Eq. (1) by induction on i we obtain that the 
functions y,(t), i= 1, 2, . . . are ultimately monotone and, by Corollary 1, 
.Y,(OO)E (0, -002 00). 
LEMMA 3. Let conditions (A) hold and one of the following two condi- 
tions be fulfilled: 
(iv) 6, = +l. 
(v) 6, = -1, r,(z,)< 1. 
Then if the function x E (1) is nonnegative and nonvanishing (positive), 
then allfunctions y,(t), i= 1, 2, . . . are ultimately positive and ultimately non- 
increasing (decreasing). 
Proof. It suffices to consider only the case i = 1 and after that the proof 
is completed by induction on i. 
If condition (iv) holds, then all assertions of Lemma 3 follow 
immediately from Eq. (1). Provided that condition (v) holds, it suffices to 
show that y,(a) = 0 and then the assertions that are needed follow 
immediately from Eq. (1). In fact, if we suppose that ji( cc ) = -zoo, then in 
view of y, E (1) from Eq. (1 ), we deduce that y;( 00 ) = co; hence ultimately 
the following inequality holds: 
yl(t) -s” yi(t -s) drib) = ydf) > 0. 
0 
Since the function y,(t) is ultimately non-increasing, then ultimately the 
following inequality holds 
yl(t)-j:’ yl(t-s)dr,(s)~y,(t)(l -rl(~l))<O, 
which is impossible. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let conditions (A) hold, 6 1 = - 1 and y ,(z, ) 2 1. Then if the 
function x E (1) is nonnegative and nonuanishing, then yi( ~0) = (- l)i co, 
i= 1, 2, . . . . 
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Proof It is immediately seen that it suffices to prove that yi(co) = -co. 
If we assume that y,( co ) = 0, then yz( co) = 0 as well and, since x(t) is 
ultimately nonnegative and x and y, E (l), then we deduce that the 
functions yi (t) and y*(t) are ultimately positive and non-increasing which 
implies that ultimately the inequalities 
hold, which is impossible. 
Lemma 4 is proved. 
COROLLARY 2. Let the conditions of Lemma 3 (Lemma 4) hold, Then if 
Eq. (1) has a nonnegative nonvanishing solution, then it has a positive 
decreasing (increasing) solution. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let conditions (A) hold, 6, = -1, and r,(z,)< 1. Then in 
order for all nonvanishing solutions of Eq. (1) to be oscillatory it is necessary 
and sufficient that Eq. (2) have no real roots. 
Proof The necessity of the condition equation (2) to have no real roots 
was considered in Section 1. 
Suf’jkiency. Suppose that Eq. (2) has no real roots and Eq. (1) has 
a nonnegative nonvanishing solution x(t). Then by Corollary 2 and 
Lemma 3 we can claim that the functions y,(t), i= 0, 1, . . . are ultimately 
positive and ultimately decreasing. On the other hand, from the fact that 
the quasi-polynomial Q(z) has no real roots it follows that at least one of 
the functions ri (t), i = 1, 2, is not constant for t > 0; hence Q( - co) = 00, 
whence we deduce that the following inequality holds: 
q:= min Q(-z)>O. 
zt [O.m) 
Introduce the sets 
Z,:= {zE[O, co)) y~(t)+~y~(t)dOultimately}, i= 1, 2, . . . . (4) 
Since 0 E Zj, i = 1,2, . . . . then the set Zi # 0 for any i = 1, 2, . . . . On the other 
hand, if ZEZ,, then we can conclude that yi(t) = O(e-*‘) for t+ co. In 
view of the theorem of D. Henry [lo], which states that a nonvanishing 
solution of Eq. (1) cannot tend to zero for t --+ co faster than any exponent, 
we conclude that each set Z; is bounded. 
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Choose z* E Zr such that z* > sup Z, - q and introduce the notation 
q(t) = e’*‘yr(t). From relation (4) it follows that ultimately q’(t) < 0. From 
this inequality, the definition of the constant q and the fact that car is a 
solution of Eq. (1) it follows that ultimately the following estimate holds: 
y;(t) + (z* + q) yl(t) = 1:’ e-‘*“-“‘cp(t - s))’ dr,(s) 
I 
r2 
- e -‘*“-“‘cp(t -s) drz(s) + (z* + q) e-‘*‘q(t) 
0 
z-z * 
s 
51 
e -‘*“-“‘cp(t-s) dr,(s) 
0 
?I 
+ s 
e-‘*(‘p”)cp’(t-s) dr,(s) 
0 
s r2 - e pzf(‘-s)(p(t - s) drJs) + (z* + q) e-‘*‘q(t) 0 
<e -‘*‘p(t) z* -z* .F,” e’*“dr,(s) - j:2 e’*“dr,(s) + q] 
=e -‘*‘&)[q- Q( -z*)] <O. 
Hence z* + qEZI, which contradicts the choice of z*. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions (A) hold. 
2. 6,= +l, r2>zl, and r2(T2)>r2(zT). 
3. The equation 
o(z) := z 1 + 1‘,” e-‘“dr,(s)) + I” e-‘“dr,(s) = 0 
Tl 
has no real roots. 
Then each nonvanishing solution of Eq. (1) oscillates. 
Proof: Suppose that Eq. (1) has a nonvanishing solution x: [t,, cc) - R 
which is ultimately with constant signs. Without loss of generality, in view 
of Corollary 2, we can assume that the function x(t) is ultimately positive 
and decreasing. 
Then from equality (3) and Eq. (1) we deduce that the functions y,(t), 
i= 1, 2, . . . are positive, decreasing, and convex for t 2 t, := t, + it*. 
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If we choose the number z3 E (ri, r2) so that the inequality b := rZ(tz) - 
yz(rj) > 0 holds, then Eq. (1) for x = yi, t > tj + r2, implies the inequality 
Integrating the last inequality from t + r, 3 tj + z2 to t + 22,, we obtain 
that for t > ti+, - T, the following inequalities hold: 
y,(t)(l +r,(Tl))>yi(t+T,)(l +r,(t,))+h”flfZ” y;(s-z,)ds 
ffT, 
>bz,y,(t-(Q-Z,)). 
From the last inequalities, choosing Ci > 0 small enough, we deduce for 
t > ti the inequality 
which implies that all sets Z, satisfy the estimate 
1 
supzi<z,:=- ln 1 + rl(~l) i= 1, 2, . . . 
73-Tl bz, ’ 
(Zj # 0, since 0 E Zi, i = 1, 2, . ..). 
In view of Q( - co) = 00, setting 
h := 1 + J” e=@vr,(s) 
( > 
p1 min 0(-z), 
0 It [O,m) 
we conclude that h > 0. 
Let z*EZ~ for some iB 1 and set vi(t)= y,(t) ezat. Then the function 
q:(t) < 0 ultimately and the following inequalities hold: 
.YI+ ICt) + tz* + h, Yi+ ICt) 
s 
T2 
=- e -Z*(f-s)cpj(t -s) d,(s) f (z* + h) epz*fqi(t) 
0 
+ (z* + h) 1‘:' em- Z*('-S)cpi(t -s) d,(s) 
<epi*'qi(t-~,) ez*'dr2(s) 
+z*+z* l:' eZ*SdrI(s) + h [ 1 + J" ezosdr,(s)]~ 
0 
=e ~‘*‘~i(t-rl)[=~~~n_l~(-z)-P(-Z*)J~O. 
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Hence z*+h~Z~+,; whence it follows that for each i> 1, the inequality 
SUP Zi + 12 SUP Zi + h holds, which is impossible since sup, sup Zi < zO. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 3. Let conditions (A) hold, S,= -1, z2<z,, rl(zZ)=O, and 
r,(rl)> 1. Then in order for all nonvanishing solutions of Eq. (1) to be 
oscillatory it is necessary and sufficient that Eq. (2) have no real roots. 
Proof. Suppose, analogously to the proof of Theorem 1, that the quasi- 
polynomial Q(Z) has no real roots and Eq. (1) has a positive increasing 
solution. 
Introduce the functions 
JM=(-l)‘Y,W, i=o, l)...) t>t,+it,. 
It is immediately verified that they satisfy the relations 
j$(t)=jl’ Ji-I(t-S) dra(s), i> 1, 
which imply that all functions j1 (t), i = 1, 2, . . . are ultimately positive, 
ultimately increasing, and ultimately convex. 
Introduce the sets 
Zi := (ZE [0, 00) ) y:(t)-zj,(t)>O ultimately}, 
It is immediately seen that 0 E Zi; hence Zi # (21 for i= 1,2, . . . . On the 
other hand, from Eq. (1) it follows that ultimately the following 
inequalities hold: 
O>ji(t)-jr’ j$(t-s)dr,(s)>j:(t)-r,(z,)j$(t-z,). 
I2 
(5) 
From inequalities (5) we deduce j:(t)= O([r,(r1)]‘lT2) for t--f co, 
whence we conclude that yi(t)= O([r,(z,)]“‘2) for t -+ 00; hence 
supZjdz,:=(l/z,)lnr,(r,), i= 1,2 ,.... 
In view of Q( cc ) = 00, setting 
A:=-!-- min Q(Z), 
rl(tI) =GCO,~ 
we conclude that h > 0. 
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Let z* E Zi for some i 2 1 and set q,(t) = vi(t) eP’*‘. Then the function 
cp;(t) k 0 ultimately and the following inequalities hold: 
Yi, 1(t) - cz* + h) v,+,(t) 
s 
12 
= e~*(f-(Pi(t -s) drz(s) - (z* + h) 
0 
D 
‘1 
X e Z*('-S)(Pi(t-s)drI(s)-ei*'cp,(~) 
T2 I 
3 e'*'cp,(t - z2) /I* eCZ*Sdr2(s) - (z* + h) ei*fq3i(t - z2) 
v 
X [J e pz*sdr2(s) +z* -z* 0 s 
r1 
eC’*‘dr,(s) -hr,(zI) 
‘2 I 
=e'*'cp,(t-z,)[Q(z*)-hr,(7,)]20. 
Hence z*+h~Z,+,; whence it follows that for each i> 1, the inequality 
sup Zi+ ,> sup 2, + h holds, which is impossible, since supi sup Zi d zo. 
Theorem 3 is proved. 
THEOREM 4. Let conditions (A) hold, 6, = -1, t2 < T,, rl(zz) = 0, and 
rl(zl) = 1. Then each nonvanishing solution of Eq. (1) oscillates. 
Proof: As in the proof of Theorem 3 we conclude that ultimately 
inequalities (5) hold, which contradicts the ultimate convexity of the 
functions vi(t). This complets the proof of Theorem 4. 
COROLLARY 3. Let conditions (A) hold, 6, = -1, z2 <zl, and r,(T,)=O. 
Then the main conjecture is valid. 
The proof of Corollary 3 follows from Theorems 1, 3, and 4. 
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